I am honored to be writing this column, and I want to thank my parents, my agent, my plastic surgeon... Seriously now, I would like to thank you for trusting me with the leadership of this organization. I would also like to thank Gordon Malaise for the magnificent job he did as president-for-life-for-a-year, and Kevin Nies for keeping our accounts in the black and then some. I also want to express my gratitude to Karen King for making our competition friendly. She has generously offered to assist me, and I know our group will benefit from her participation and input during the coming year. Finally, congratulations to Jerry Butts, John Gaska and Buck Trawicky. I am looking forward to working with you!

Today I read some disturbing information—our lovely city has an average winter temperature of 19° fahrenheit, and a year-round average temperature of 45° fahrenheit. Brrr! And they print this in the Chamber of Commerce Visitor's Guide to lure people here? Fortunately, even though winter is quickly approaching, we have a number of activities planned that should make the cold months fly by. (And you can save on your heating bills by hanging out at other people's houses!)

Can't decide what to be for Halloween? No problem! You can wear one disguise to Laurie Lambert's Halloween Party on October 31, and don a second costume for Deb Stapleton and Dave Atkinson's Halloween Party on November 2. The following weekend, Meredith Green has agreed to host a slide show for new members. Not only does Meredith have the world's largest living room, she also has a slide projector and screen! On November 21, don't forget to "Fast for a World Harvest." Then, on November 23, we'll all pig out at the International Thanksgiving that Deb Stapleton, Gina Cowell and Sharon Lewandowski are organizing.

Some of our members seem to be doing their part to provide the country with future Peace Corps volunteers. Congratulations to Mike and Liliana McQuestion (and Patrick, too) on the birth of Diego Conor McQuestion (born 9/25/91, weight 9 lbs. 10.5 oz.). Congratulations are also in order to Barbara and Henry Nehls-Lowe (and Amanda) and Carrie Lorringer and John Gaska, who are expecting new little people soon.

On a more serious note, I received a call from a National Council Board Member tonight. It seems the National Conference didn't bring in as much money as the Council had hoped. I wasn't able to get any specific figures, but the National Council appears to be in dire straits, and the future of the paid staff and the office (not to mention World View and Group Leader's Digest) is uncertain. What I would like from you is some input as to what you feel the priorities of the Council should be when it comes time to make some cuts. Do we want membership services or development education projects? Is keeping the paid staff important? I will keep you updated as I hear more.

Finally, as I have mentioned several times, I would like to see our group form more cohesive ties with other RPCV groups in the North Central region. I will be contacting the presidents of these groups soon to discuss the possibility of a regional retreat/ski outing/party, but before I do, I would like to know how many of you would be interested in such an activity? How far would you be willing to travel to attend? What time of year is best? Please give me some feedback on this idea.

Whew, I got through my first "President's Message." There's just one more thing I would like to say—please don't resign, GERRY BUTZ, we'll all try to learn how to spell your name!

Nancy
**Editor's Corner**

This seems to be phone-calls-from-the-D.C.-area month. I received two. Chuck Woolery from the Alliance for Child Survival (affiliated with Results) urges us to write to Senator Robert Kasten requesting that $35 million be authorized for a campaign to eliminate iodine deficiency in children. Iodine deficiency causes a multitude of health problems and Kasten heads the committee which is dealing with the issue. I will have more details next month, but go ahead and write Kasten now, and write again then.

My other call was from Todd Porter of Ashoka. They have a new address: 1700 N. Moore St., Suite 1920, Arlington, Virginia 22209; Phone: (703)527-8300; Fax: (703)527-8383. (Washington, D.C. types always want to fax you something.) Todd sent me some materials, including their newsletter, and I hope to reprint some things as space permits. Did you know you can donate to Ashoka through United Way? Just write Ashoka on your designated giving card. This is especially timely since state and county employees are in the midst of the annual Combined Campaign. If you can afford to give, Ashoka is a worthy recipient.

The deadline for the December newsletter is Thursday, November 14. I have a special request for state, county and U.W. employees who send me material for the newsletter. Please do not use interdepartmental mail. All of my mail is opened by someone else, so it is very obvious when something I receive is not official state business. This may seem trivial to you (and probably is in your agency), but my agency is very fussy about such matters. After all, my executive director is a former sheriff and officer with the State Patrol. Please send material for the newsletter to P.O. Box 335, Madison, 53701 or call me at 249-6094(h) or 266-9565(w) for short items or to make other arrangements for submission.

Dean Jefferson

---

**Meeting Notice:** Tuesday, November 5, 7 p.m.
Union South, 127 N. Randall Ave.
Vote on January meeting date, plus planning for a busy month.

**Future meeting dates:**

- **Wednesday, December 4**, at Union South,
127 N. Randall

- **Thursday, January 2** or **January 9**, at Union South

- **Friday, February 7**, Potluck,
  How about your place?

---

**Newsletter Policy**

Since we're always trying to get new members, We'll send three copies of our newsletter to anyone we think will be interested. After that, you have to pay to stay on our mailing list. Details can be found on the back page. **ONE EXCEPTION:** Contacts in other RPCV organizations can continue to receive our newsletter if they will send us theirs.
Potluck - Slide Show for New Members

DATE: Saturday, November 9  
TIME: 6:30 to 10:00 PM

LOCATION: Meredith Green's house at 2975 Rimrock Road (see map below)

BRING: Whatever you want to drink and a dish to pass—Meredith is a vegetarian but several carnivores will also be present. New members—within the past 1-2 years—are encouraged to bring about 20 slides to show. Old members may bring slides, but are not guaranteed a showing.

NOTE: 1. We aren't planning a full-scale party, and we do intend to break up around 10. If some of our more serious drinkers want to make a beer run midway through this, do not feel obliged to contribute unless you want to partake.

2. We are always looking for captivating, enchanting slides for our Calendar. However, this event is not a slide viewing for the Calendar, so snide comments about the quality of any slide will not be tolerated (unless a particular slide really deserves it). Calendar experts should feel free to request that truly extraordinary slides be made available for the Calendar.

CONTACT: If you have any questions, contact Sharon Lewandowski (H: 241-2392, W: 266-1046) before November 1; Walt Zeltner (H: 835-3083, W: 262-1321) after November 1; or Meredith Green (H: 271-0998).
34 were there, with lots of newguys, and four from the Minneapolis PC recruiting office. We introduced ourselves, and wondered where Mike McQuestion was. (He had a good excuse.)

Money (Kevin): our operating funds total $5390, thus: 730 checking, 5 savings, 4123 Global Ed grant funds, 532 Cardinal Bar benefit (yet to send: see below).

Recent Events report: the Willy Street Fair. It was fun (though we all hate being herded into cages to drink our beer). We staffed our own table, and helped with the Tibetan Refugee Resettlement table too. We sold a few Calendars, and gave out lots of PC info, and attracted a lot of RPCV's who think they need more parties in their lives. Next year we want a better location; definitely not by the experimental sound stage, where cats fight at high decibels. Incidentally, the people signing up for PC info included many with scarce skills, and a number of desirable minorities (eg, non-Nordic, non-Celtic), even including an Amerind, who's now helping with recruiting. That's Willy St.

Ongoing Events: The Calendar (Don): We printed 5000. 1369 are sold so far. All the more bills are paid for, and we have $6000 on hand. We sent 5632 to the Nat'l Council, because they are cash sluggish, and we owe it to them for calendars sold so far. A mailing has gone out to all RPCV group leaders, w/ a sample calendar, soliciting lots of business. And individuals who bought in some quantity last year have gotten a reminder that they'll surely want to order again. A heartening new marketing feature is that Earth Care Paper put us in their calendar catalog (good location), and ordered 125 on 4 Sept, and then ordered another 200 on 4 Oct. We'll probably sell 500 through them, easily, and maybe more.

An interesting question: what if it looks like we're going to sell all 5000, with a hungry market yet unsatisfied? Should we do another run, or just close up shop early? Don will consult with his fellows, and work up options and numbers, and we'll discuss it at the Nov. meeting. That'll still be too early to tell, but we can decide what to do if the demand becomes strong: we'll have all the analysis done, and can later choose quickly if we need to.

Global Education (Nancy): there will be two parts to our finished project: 1) a Video, interviewing (w/ etc.) folks from each of the calendar photo countries. Carolyn will head this. 2) A written Guide, to accompany the Calendar and Video. Ken is in charge. Nancy will gratefully subside into a helping role on Global Ed. (See Elections, below.)

The Video is almost ready to film. One subject will be a Tongan with the Green Bay Packers. (Gordon says he's small, for a Tongan.) Lucien Matheron, professional TV chap, has offered to help with the taping and editing. At Nancy's urging, we voted AYE to proffer him $100. for materials. And later she'll move that we give him a stipend for the many hours (ca 150) he'll probably put in. If you want to help with the Video project, call Carolyn Peacock 833-94539(h).

Four PC recruiters were there (Sheila, Huy, Pamela and Shane), from the Minneapolis office. They were in town for the week to hustle the University. Several used to live here, and they all had cozy rooms in the Memorial Union. They thanked us for our past recruiting help (and for the help we were to give them that week). They reported that Coverdale is leaving to pursue a higher political career, and the Administration is nominating as his replacement Elaine Chao, presently with the Dept. of Transportation. We hope she'll be better than Coverdale was, and give more attention to the job. They also announced that PC is going into the Baltics (yummy), the Ukraine, and China. (Apparently, PC delayed entering China not out of revulsion, but out of caution, and things are now calmer, so it's safe.)

They gave nifty PC posters (maps of the PC world) to all comers. They solicited our presence at the week's various recruiting events, particularly at two career fairs.

Upcoming Events: New Members Slide Show (not your baby pictures, mind): Lisa suggested this, and Walt will organize it. We should have an evening every 4-6 months, when new members can bring their best slides (about 25 each), and tell us about them. It's a fine way to learn what each of them did. And No Booing, you guys, we're looking for interesting slides, not necessarily candidates for the next Calendar. Buck wants someone to bring PC/Malta slides, about the smuggling co-ops.

Our next New Members Slide Show will be (we hope) at Meredith Green's manse out on Ridgeway. A potluck. Perhaps on Saturday Nov 9. See elsewhere in this issue.

International Thanksgiving Potluck (Deb): Gina and Sharon, heads of the Frivolity Committee, have stimulated this. This will be the Saturday (?) before Thanksgiving (23 Nov). Arrangements are still soft: do it in Union South? Atwood Comm. Ctr? Perhaps recruit some entertainment (Filipino dancers?) Have an entrance fee to pay for the performers? Should we invite Chicago and Milwaukee? We'll for sure have a potluck, with lots of dandy traditional international foods. We'll invite our foreign friends. And we'll fast on Sunday (before brunch, at least). All this needs lots of firming up. Call Deb to help, 244-8609.

National Conference Affiliation. For our group to affiliate with the National Council we must pay $1/member (about $150). We discussed this, naming all the good things the National Council has done. And we all said AYE, affiliate. (But we do wish the NC would publish regular financial statements.) Incidentally, the Nat'l Council has received a MacArthur Foundation grant to compile a data base of "those who would volunteer again, for short or longer terms."

Then we got to the Cardinal Bar Refugee Benefit. We held this in the Spring, at the height of the Gulf War. Back
we (finally) agreed to donate the proceeds to civilian war refugees, but could not find an acceptable organization, so, in exhaustion, after a very tense evening, settled on the UN High Commissioner for Refugees. This is far from ideal (the UN has a huge overhead, for instance), but what'da'ya'do, late at night and wanting some kind of closure? (As it turns out, the HC isn't even geared to receive money from little groups like ours!)

So, it was time to settle this matter. A list of good relief organizations was passed out, and, at Earl's suggestion, we all said AYE, send the $632 to the American Friends Service Committee. The cover letter shall specify that our money is to be used only for Persian Gulf refugees.

(Nota bene: Iran has more foreign refugees than any other country.)

Then it was time for ELECTIONS:
Only President was contested (Nancy Westbrook and Karen King). Nancy won, in a close vote. Vice President is Gerry Butz (who threatened to withdraw if his name was not spelled correctly). But Vutch sounds so cute.) Treasurer is John Gaska; Secretary is Buck Trawicky.

Nancy intends to work on organizing a Regional Retreat; to get our tax-exempt paperwork finished and sent in; to help improve the National Concil; and to leave early if possible—she's applying for Law School (as is Karen), and would retire in September or so. But with Gerry, we're not scared.

Announcements and Parties: (1) Baby Shower, for Henry and Barb Nehls-Lowe, at the Cowells'. You've already missed it. It was fine. About 20 were there; especially delicious was Sharon's Thai Pizza (mango, peanut and possum toppings). (2) Halloween Party, Sat. 2 Nov, 8pm, at Deb and Dave's, 2406 Sommers 244-8609. Bring drinks and snacks. Costumes would be nice. (3) Another Halloween Party, on the actual day, Thurs. 31 Oct, at Laurie Lambert's, 2117 Linden. (4) Mark your 92 Calendars: the Freeze For Food Run will be on Sat 25 Jan.

The End of the Old Year's President. We thanked Gordon, effusively. [Then we slew him, after the ritual manner of The Golden Bough. He was President-for-Life, after all. And you thought the Deadwood Committee was just a figure of speech, didn't you?]

We retired to the Red Oak Grill downstairs, and were pleased to find the Minneapolis folks like beer, just like us.

Buck

World Wise Schools Request

I received a request from the Peace Corps Office of World Wise Schools on behalf of a teacher at Fayette Elementary School in Darlington whose third grade class is corresponding with a school in Belize. This teacher would like a person, preferably someone who has worked in Belize, but this is not required, to come in and talk to her class. No further details were provided about the type of presentation desired. The best time would be in the afternoon (school runs from 8:30 to 3:00), but she is flexible. It would be easiest if the person also lived near Darlington, which is about an hour's drive southwest of Madison.

We have very few members who live in that area; none who served in Belize. So I'm not very hopeful of being able to help this teacher. If anyone can help, please contact Ramona Jensen at (608)776-2532 (call her out of class) or call her at home at (608)325-3807.

Walt Zeiter
RPCVs of WISCONSIN MEMBERSHIP UPDATE:

NEW MEMBERS:

1/92 FESSLER, Christine
   Ecuador 1987-88

1/92 McQUESTION, Mike
Home: 238-5458 Work: 2210 Hollister St., Madison, WI 53705.
   Philippines 1974-77

10/92 NAHLIK, Larry
   Thailand 1977-79

1/92 NOBLE, Phyllis
   Nigeria 1966-67

10/92 PETTERSON, Jim
   Dominican Republic 1973-75
   Philippines 1976-78

1/92 RILEY, Margaret
   414/337-3263 Colombia 1973-75

10/92 SCROEDER, Judith
   Liberia 1981-84

ADDRESS CHANGES

1/92 BUTZ, Gerry
   Nepal 1987-89

4/92 GASKA, John & LORANGER, Carrie
   Tonga 1989-90

1/92 O'REILLY, Laurie
Home: 238-1609 Work: 502 N. Franklin Ave. #1, Madison, WI 53705.
   Nepal 1987-89

6/92 SIBLENAGEL, Moucha, Karen
   Costa Rica 1977-79

Joan & Don Gray have rejoined (Exp. Date: 8/92). Their work number is 833-9290. Roger & Laura Howard have rejoined (Exp. Date: 10/92).

COVERDELL ERA ENDING — Peace Corps Director Paul Coverdell submitted his resignation this month. In a letter to all Peace Corps staff and volunteers, the departing director said, "There is no higher calling than the work of peace. That is why I was so honored to be asked by President Bush to work with the Peace Corps of the United States nearly three years ago...Often I have reminded myself that when things go right at Peace Corps, someone in the world is better for it — and when we have less than a perfect day, someone somewhere suffers. This knowledge has made me push for as many good days as possible — to make the most of every day, hour, moment." In accepting his resignation, President Bush noted Peace Corps' expansion during the Coverdell era and the addition of the World Wise Schools and Fellows/USA programs. He also praised the agency's efforts to recruit "a wider representation of volunteers from all backgrounds and all regions of the country."

CHAO NOMINATED AS DIRECTOR — Elaine L. Chao, deputy secretary of the Department of Transportation, has been chosen by President Bush to replace Paul Coverdell as director of the Peace Corps. Prior to her service at DOT, Chao was chair of the Federal Maritime Commission. She holds an MBA from Harvard and is the highest-ranking Asian American in the Bush administration. Prior to entering government service, she specialized in transportation finance with Citicorp in New York. She obtained her undergraduate degree in economics at Mount Holyoke College, and spent the spring of her junior year at Dartmouth College and the summer of 1972 at Columbia University. She also studied international shipping at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Dates to Note

Upcoming Events

H  Halloween Party - Thurs., Oct. 31, PMish (drop in any time after 6:30 p.m.)
   Laurie Lambert's house, 2117 Linden Dr.

HP  Halloween Party II - Sat., Nov. 2, 8 p.m.
    home of Deb Stapleton and Dave Atkinson,
    2406 Sommers Ave., Bring drinks and snacks.

M  November General Meeting - Tues., Nov. 5,
    7 p.m., Union South, 227 N. Randall

SL  New Member Slide Show - Sat., Nov. 9,
    6:30 to 10 p.m., Meredith Green's house,
    2975 Rimrock Rd., Details elsewhere in this Newsletter.

F  Fast for a World Harvest - All day!
    Oxfam suggests people fast all day and donate
    the money they would normally spend on a day's
    worth of food to world hunger organizations.

TP  International Thanksgiving Potluck
    Time and location to be announced (probably at the
    meeting Nov. 5, so come!).

G  Global Education Committee - 6:00 p.m.
    Every other Monday
    Red Oak Grill, Union South, 227 N. Randall

N  Newsletter Deadline - Submit material to:
    Dean Jefferson, 249-6094 (h), 266-9565 (w)
    P.O. Box 335, Madison, 53701

Future Events

Freeze for Food 10K Race / 5K Walk - Saturday, January 25, 1992, Contact Deb Stapleton at 244-8609 if you
   can help.

Winter Retreat at Camp Lucerne - February 21-23, 1992, Karen King will provide more details as the weekend
   approaches, but everybody mark your calendars!

1992 International Calendar Info

The price for RPCV's of WI/Madison members is now $5.00 each. Nonmembers get them for $6.50 each.

There is no limit to the number of calendars individual members may buy. What you do with them after you buy
   them is your business.

We will ship them for you if you want. We charge actual postage or UPS charges. For UPS delivery a street
   address is required. P.O. Box numbers are not acceptable.

   Jy lots; they make great gifts.

   Don Sauer — 244-3732(h) — 2428 E. Washington #17 — 266-7133(w) — Madison, WI 53704
RPCVs of Wisconsin Madison  
2714 Oakridge Ave.  
Madison, WI 53704  

Dear RPCVs:  

Thank you very much for your gift of $1882.50 to the National Council of RPCVs. The National Council is committed to promoting major initiatives in the areas of VOLUNTEERISM, GLOBAL EDUCATION, and building a larger and stronger PEACE CORPS ALUMNI NETWORK.

In the area of VOLUNTEERISM, your gift is helping us plan for a new "Volunteer Resource Bank." This will enable social service agencies, school systems and volunteer organizations looking for specific language and technical skills and interests to be matched with interested RPCVs.

You should be proud to know that our continued VOLUNTEERISM was successfully demonstrated during "Volunteer Day" at the 30th anniversary conference. Over 1,000 Peace Corps alumni worked at Washington, D.C. soup kitchens, playgrounds, health fairs, schools and senior centers to demonstrate their commitment. In the fall of 1991, we will publish a manual on how to host a Volunteer Day at a conference and will distribute it to 250 national organizations.

In the area of GLOBAL EDUCATION, the National Council is completing another manual, this one for affiliated Peace Corps alumni groups around the country. It details the successes and problems of RPCV groups in designing replicable projects for increasing American understanding of the world outside our borders. These projects were done by people who are not education specialists, but who, like you, have knowledge to be shared.

To build a strong PEACE CORPS ALUMNI NETWORK, the National Council has assisted in the formation of 106 RPCV groups, all independent but affiliated through the National Council to the group network. National Council individual members number 7,000.

During our 30th Anniversary Campaign, we raised $177,000 from individuals, corporations and foundations. The results are encouraging, but we need all the help we can get to continue our important mission. Please feel free to contact us if you would like to know more about how you can support the NCRPCV.

Again thank you for your gift, your interest and your continued support in the mission of the National Council.

Sincerely,

Linda H. Gray  
Executive Director

P.S. Gifts to the National Council are deductible for income tax payments.

LG/am

Bringing The World Back Home
Liberian Peace Hopes Rise – Again

Yaoundé – An agreement by Liberian rebels to disarm and take part in internationally supervised elections was reached here in the capital of Côte d'Ivoire last week, laying the foundations for an end to 21 months of conflict.

The accord was announced at the conclusion of a two-day summit of West African leaders and the two major Liberian factions, the interim government based in the capital Monrovia and headed by Amos Sawyer, and the rebel movement led by Charles Taylor, which controls much of the rest of the country.

Central to the accord is Taylor's commitment to disarm and encamp his troops under the supervision of the West African force known as Ecomog. For their part, the West Africans agreed to alter the composition of Ecomog by adding troops from Senegal and reducing the number from Nigeria, the region's largest power, which Taylor believes wants to prevent him from becoming president.

A five-nation committee of west African states headed by Ivorian president Félix Houphouët-Boigny has been charged by the 16-member Economic Community of West African States (Ecowas) with organizing elections in Liberia. To supervise the voting, the summit agreed to the establishment of a new elections commission made up of five members: two chosen by the interim government, two by Taylor's group, and the fifth nominated by the other four. The International Negotiations Center established by former American President Jimmy Carter has been asked to assist with the electoral process.

Besides the Ivorian president, summit participants included Senegalese President Abdou Diouf, the current Ecowas chairman, as well as the presidents of Burkina Faso, the Gambia, and Guinea Bissau. Togo, the fifth committee member, was represented by Joseph Kokou Koffigoh, the country's new prime minister. Nigeria and Ghana, which have the two largest contingents in Ecomog, were represented by Vice President Augustus Gikomu and Deputy Foreign Minister Mohammed Ibn Chambas, respectively.

The apparent negotiating success, which comes after several previous peace efforts failed, is being attributed to a number of recent developments, including fighting which has been taking place near Liberia's border with Sierra Leone. Remnants of the Liberian army that served under former President Samuel K. Doe have invaded the Liberian border area. The insurgents, known as the United Liberian Movement for Democracy, have vowed to prevent Taylor from taking power. According to diplomats in the region, the invasion has put new strains on Taylor's group, the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL).

The NPFL has accused Sierra Leone and Guinea of seeking to undermine the key ingredient in the summit agreement was Senegal's offer to send troops to join Ecomog, which until now has been largely populated by soldiers from English-speaking countries in the region.

Lying behind some of the difficulties in resolving the conflict, some diplomats believe, is the long-standing rivalry for influence in the region between Nigeria and France. Taylor's main supporters during the conflict were two former French colonies with continuing close ties to Paris, Côte d'Ivoire, which has been used by Taylor's groups as a conduit for weapons and other supplies, and Burkina Faso. Burkinabe President Blaise Compaoré said recently his government had sent 700 troops to support Taylor during the fighting.

These diplomats, who don't want to be quoted, credit a recent shift in the U.S. stance with helping produce the latest breakthrough. Just days before the summit, President Diouf discussed the idea of sending troops with American officials in Washington, where he received a commitment for partial American backing for the operation. At the same time, U.S. Vice President Dan Quayle, on a visit to Côte d'Ivoire, gave unequivocal American backing to Ecomog.

Quayle's endorsement amounted to a flat rejection of a proposal from Taylor, which some observers believe had tacit backing from Côte d'Ivoire's Houphouët-Boigny, for the replacement of the west African troops by a French-led United Nations force.

---

Some diplomats credit a recent shift in the U.S. stance with helping produce the latest Liberian breakthrough.

Taylor by harboring forces hostile to him. Both countries have troops in Ecomog, but neither sent representatives to the Yamoussoukro summit. The meeting's final communiqué expressed alarm at the deterioration of the situation on both countries' borders with Liberia and dispatched a three-nation committee, comprised of officials from Senegal, Nigeria, and Guinea-Bissau, to seek a resolution of the problem.

---

AFRICA NEWS September 23, 1991
Newsletter Subscription Information

All RPCVW, Inc. members receive the newsletter on payment of annual dues shown below. To avoid record-keeping hassles, we would prefer that our members pay through December of the year of joining ($1 per month for each month through December) then pay for a full year membership at that time. Reduced rates are available for those in extreme financial circumstances.

You can also join the National Council of RPCV's through us by paying a further $20. We strongly encourage all members to join the National Council, which provides us a way to affect national issues.

☐ I want to join RPCVW, Inc. and am enclosing $______.
   - Individual - $12 for one year (or $1 per month to next January)
   - Joint - $17 (Two people receiving one newsletter)
   - Overseas Individual - $20
   - Overseas Joint - $25

☐ I am also enclosing $20 for National Council membership ($27.50 for joint membership [two people with the same address] in the NC).

☐ I do not want to join, but would like to receive the newsletter and am enclosing $7 ($15 for overseas) to cover the costs.

☐ I'm Moving! Please change my mailing address on your records.

Name: ___________________________________________ Country of Service: ____________________________
Address: ___________________________________________ Service Dates: ________________________________
Present Job: ___________________________________________ Telephone: _________________________________
PC Job: ___________________________________________

Please make checks payable to RPCV's of Wisconsin, Inc. and send to:

RPCV's of Wisconsin, Inc. - Madison Chapter
P.O. Box 1012
Madison, WI 53701

marked Attention Membership!

QUESTIONS? PROBLEMS? Call Walt Zeltner at 608/835-3083 most evenings and weekends.
Or try 608/262-2470 weekdays and ask for Walt.

Returned Peace Corps Volunteers of Wisconsin
Madison Chapter
Dean Jefferson, Editor
P.O. Box 1012
Madison, WI 53701

Rose Ann Scott
2714 Oakridge
Madison, WI 53704

Exp Date 1/82